Introduction
Invariant quantities are important powerful tools in many fields o f science because they permit to obtain information about the evolution and behavior o f sys tems. A s an example, in physics, is well known the util ity o f momentum, mass, energy, charge, etc., conserva tion laws. In general, a conservation law is a statement that establishes that a physical magnitude is unchanged (conserved) in an interaction occurring within a closed system. Parity (from Latin paritas: equal or equivalent) is a concept appearing in several sciences and even in several branches of physics with related meanings. In mathematics, it designs the property shared by num bers or functions that are both either even or odd. In computer technology the name indicates whether the number o f binary ones in a word is odd or even and is usually used for errors detection. In Quantum M e chanics it is the property o f a wave function that de scribes the behavior o f a system whose physical coordi nates are related by inversion about a center. If parity is even, the wave function is unchanged and if it is odd. the wave function is changed only in sign. Other exam ples can be found in crystallography, etc. A s can be seen, the concept o f parity usually assigns a discrete value 1 or 1 to the magnitude it acts upon.
In The aim of this paper is to define a more general concept related to parity, named the parity function, applied to optical fields and to demonstrate its conser vation under wave field propagation. In section 2, we define the parity function, som e properties are estab lished in section 3, and some examples are shown. In section 4 we present an optical setup to obtain the parity function of an optical field.
Definition of the parity function
Let us consider a complex scalar field described by a bounded function /(* ), where x is the spatial coordi nate. For simplicity we are going to consider the spatial dependence to be one dimensional. The function can be split in its even and odd parts with respect to the coordinate origin as where the even and odd parts are given b y
The point about which the even and odd parts are de fined can be generalized. E ven and odd parts with respect to any arbitrary point jcq can be written as 
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From eq. (7) it results

Property 7
(A 3)
Conclusions
We have defined and proposed the use o f the parity function. We have shown several mathematical proper ties and its conservation under free propagation in op tical fields.
When propagation is not free, i.e. when light inter acts with pupils, the value o f the parity function is not conserved There is not a simple expression relating the parity of pupils and the parity o f the fields before and after interacting with them.
A n optical setup to optically generate a representa tion using a modified version o f the classical Vander Lugt filter was also proposed. The concept can be ap plied as a tool for help in inverse problems.
A lso, by taking as hint the use of parity in computa tion technology, the variation in the parity function where its conservation is expected can be used as a tool for inducing the presence o f alterations in the assumed conditions. The parity function is only one of a set o f magnitudes that can be defined in connection with propagation. A closely connected one, which is the hermiticity function, is under development and will be published elsewhere. 
